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Abstract
In this review of Adam Raz’s Looting of Arab
Property during the War of Independence (2020,
in Hebrew) Rona Sela critiques the book as dealing
with the subject from a Zionist perspective and
accepting Ben-Gurion’s attitude of reducing official/
state responsibility for the massive theft against
Palestine and Palestinians, and being unconcerned
that looting/seizures violated international law.
Sela points out that Raz shows that the government
made manipulative political use of the “looting” in
its drive to ethnically cleanse what would become
the State of Israel while arguing, at the same time,
that the responsibility lies with the individual
(Jewish) citizens of that state, who became “passive
accomplices” of its policies. According to Sela, by
Raz not distinguishing between individual looting
and organized official seizure, he is led to minimize
the direct responsibility of the sovereign and adopt
biased conclusions that contradict, conceal, reframe,
and whitewash the testimonies and cases described
in his own book.
While the pillaging and seizure of Jewish private
property during the Holocaust is always on the
Israeli public agenda, the looting and pillaging of
Palestinian property and culture has been largely
silenced. Just as Israel demands and receives
compensation for Jewish stolen property and for
crimes committed against them, Sela argues that
compensation for the crimes perpetrated against
Palestinians must be on the agenda – morally,
legally, and practically – and that Israel must reveal
the Palestinian textual and cultural treasures held
and hidden in Israeli archives and return them to
their rightful owners.
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This important book by Adam Raz expands the available research on the phenomenon
of the large-scale looting and seizure of property (known also as pillaging and “war
booty”) in the course of the 1948 war. The book’s name makes it clear from the start
that the discussion is from a Zionist perspective. The war is not referred to as the Nakba
or the neutral “1948 war” (as Raz himself states, 20), although it is clear that looting
by individuals and seizure by organized forces – two different practices discussed in
the book using the same term “looting” in an erroneous way – played a significant role
in the Nakba, together with ethnic cleansing; the destruction, vandalizing, and burning
of agricultural property and produce; murder and rape; the killing of animals; and the
appropriation and nationalization of houses and lands. Raz chose to omit any hint to
the disaster in his title and instead to adorn it with the glamor of “independence.”1
The first part of the book, the “essentially historical” part (28), devotes considerable
space to a detailed and systematic description of looting and seizure in major cities
such as Jerusalem, Tiberias, and ‘Akka. The book is replete with references, quotes,
cases, and names, and therein lies its strength. If we ignore the bias conveyed by its
title and the fact that the author relates to seizure as pillage and vice versa, its first part
certainly confronts the reader with the monstrous scope of the phenomenon. Every
human being should be appalled by these descriptions, particularly given that the
pillaging was carried out right after the Holocaust and the massive looting and seizure
of Jewish property and cultural treasures from private homes and public institutes
across Europe.
In the second part, the author examines the issue from the sociopolitical perspective
that shaped Israeli society and dovetailed with David Ben-Gurion’s policy. Tom
Segev, who in 1984 was the first to deal with the subject of seizure extensively, is
mentioned in a minor footnote. Segev’s work has been followed by a number of other
studies (such as Fischbach, Tamari, Pappé, Koren, Morris, and Masalha), 2 although
Raz mentions only a few. There are also numerous Palestinian testimonies (available
in Israeli archives) excluded from the book,3 as well as Sherene Seikaly’s study that
discusses the pillaging in Haifa from her familial and Palestinian perspective.4
Importantly, Raz also ignores the looting and particularly the organized seizure of
Palestinian intellectual and cultural treasures, and textual and visual archives that were
a central part of the historical and cultural erasure in and of the Nakba. This includes
the wholesale organized robbery of Palestinian libraries as shown by Gish Amit whose
seminal and oft-quoted work receives only two minor references here;5 the visual
archives and collections looted in 1948 – including the work of photographers such
as Chalil Rissas (Khalil Rassas) and Chalil Raad (Khalil Ra’d), and later on archives
such as that of Karmieh Abboud; as well as cultural treasures seized officially in an
planned manner before, during and after 1948, and subjected to the oppressive control
of Israeli archives.6 Raz presents his work as a pioneering study. It is “pioneering,”
perhaps, in having been written from the Zionist perspective, thereby continuing a
time-honored tradition of erasure out of political considerations.
International law distinguishes between individual pillage by soldiers or civilians
and seizure by organized forces; in both cases, the stolen property can belong to
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either individuals or public institutes.7 Raz, however, does not make the fundamental
distinction between seizure by organized forces for collective official or sovereign
purposes, by military units, militias and state and pre-state institutional bodies,
municipal or commercial that worked for official organizations, and looting out
of sheer greed by individuals (whether uniformed or not). Although he refers to
“individual” as opposed to “collective” or “public looting” (220, 230), he discusses
them uniformly and draws similar conclusions from them, as though they were
similar acts with equivalent aspects and implications. Raz does not examine their
different purposes and characteristics, nor does he differentiate them terminologically,
substantively, legally, or morally. Crucially, since the distinction is far from semantic,
this often leads the author to biased conclusions that contradict the testimonies and
cases described in his book.8
This conceptual confusion leads also to a misguided approach to the question
of moral and essential responsibility that is my focus here. According to Raz, both
individual and collective looting are “a personal act – a choice of action made by a
person” (297–98), whereas the seizure of Palestinian assets was “only” (my quotation
marks, RS) of real estate by the state acted by laws and regulations). In other words,
for Raz, the sovereign’s responsibility is reduced – as if it can be reduced – to the
expropriation of houses and lands, a “one-time act” (298) grounded in a political
decision and enforced using military and police power. Having been decided by official
institutions based on legal procedures, it was and is not seen as a crime. Conversely,
looting – both individual and collective – is seen as an individual violation or crime,
and even when organized, represents “countless of uncoordinated actions by unrelated
individual looters” (298).9 Moreover, “the looters were the large Jewish public (as
individuals), not the sovereign” (22). I will now reexamine this claim.
First, an organized seizure mechanism was established. Arab Assets Committees
were appointed (even before the establishment of the State of Israel), and later the
Arab Assets Department in the Ministry of Arab (Minority) Affairs and the Custodian
of Absentee Property, was among the many bodies that dealt with the issue.10 These
bodies were supposed to oversee the seizure process, to make decisions and rule on
issues related to Palestinian property. The military was the executive body. Thus, these
sovereign government bodies were supposed to cooperate in this matter.11 “Whenever
an Arab inhabited territory is occupied, a representative of the Department of Arab
Affairs will be attached” [to the armed forces], and “every expropriation [by the
armed forces] will be made in the presence of a representative of the Department
of Arab Affairs.”12 Subsequently, Gad Machnes of the department commented that
the properties of occupied Arab villages “is subject to the supervision of the State of
Israel,”13 and that, “Permanent arrangements have been made for the appropriation of
abandoned Arab property for military needs.”14
Raz’s statement also contradicts the book’s own descriptions of massive “looting”
by organized military units, but also by state (and pre-state) bodies, parties that worked
for the state, as well as entire Jewish settlements. One of the cases described is that
of the Solel Boneh construction giant (a pre-statehood corporatist arm of the Jewish
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community), which seized equipment at the Haifa port. Ezra Danin, who was in charge
of “abandoned property”15 at the time, observed the events together with Ben-Gurion,
who asked Danin, “And should this property fall in private hands, would you be any
happier? At least this isn’t private robbery” (46). Raz also shows that many Jewish
communities in the Galilee had their hands full of stolen goods, on “a special mission
on behalf of the Minister of Defense” (200–201), and that at the opposite end of the
country, Niv David, the Intelligence Officer of the Negev Brigade, argued that “public
looting… for the purpose of promoting or fulfilling Zionism is allowed” (230).Thus,
according to Raz, “the looting was not top-down, empowered by a political order”
(21), and all examples of decisions made by military commanders or pre-state/state or
municipal officials are nothing more than “personal” or “individual” acts – crimes for
which the responsibility lies with the direct offenders.
Thus, in summing up the conclusions, Raz adopts Ben-Gurion’s position, who
eschewed sovereign responsibility for these rampant acts and preferred to blame
individuals. This attempt to reduce the widespread organized booty in 1948 to
crimes committed by “ordinary,” “normative” individuals (312), minimizes the direct
political responsibility for the injustices, despite the fact that it is abundantly clear
in the book’s pages. The pre-state bodies and the government established various
bodies to control the seizure and the seized assets; its representatives in the field,
including commanders, pre-state/state and municipal officials, and managers of quasistate bodies, not “only” seized property in practice but were sometimes also involved
in looting for private gain; and in 1950 the Absentee Property Law was enacted, to
legalize the wholesale land grab during and after the war retroactively.
Moreover, the state made little effort to prevent individual looting. Ben-Gurion
enabled the organized seizure under various guises, undermined the work of the
Ministry of Minorities that was supposed to supervise the military’s actions in
Palestinian towns and villages (and prevent individual looting), and turned a blind eye
to private pillaging. He ignored warnings and criticisms by ministers, public officials,
military officers, intellectuals, and Zionist movements, and disregarded the accusations
of many who blamed him personally for the pillage (261). Furthermore, the attempt
to portray the organized “collective looting” (seizure) as individual crimes, minimizes
the direct responsibility of the sovereign. Raz’s conclusions conceal, reframe and
whitewash the crimes described in the book. Apparently, Ben-Gurion’s propaganda
survived seven decades to land intact, directly into this book, with little critical benefit
of hindsight.
Secondly, Raz himself demonstrates how the sovereign used the looting by both
individuals and “groups” to prevent the return of Palestinian refugees (249–50). From
the looter’s perspective, “the return of the Arab inhabitants to their ransacked city
would have required him to give back, hide or destroy the property he has looted”;
the sovereign took advantage of this fact and became a silent partner in crime as “the
particular personal interest aligned with the political one” (300). On the one hand,
Raz shows that the government made manipulative political use of the “looting” in its
drive to ethnically cleanse what would become the State of Israel (293), and on the
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other, he argues that the responsibility lies with the individual (Jewish) citizens of that
state, who became “passive accomplices” (293) of its policies. Quite an impressive
ideological juggling act.
Third, I argue that the individual looting followed closely in the footsteps of its
institutional doppelgänger, and that the latter paved a way that affected large sections
of the Jewish public. Civilians adopted their leaders’ twisted norms.16 In other words,
the sovereign’s responsibility for individual looting extends also in setting the pattern
of action (theft). In Jaffa, for instance, the first to steal, as claimed by Ruth Lobitz
of the Communist party in 30 May 1948, were not “the ordinary masses from the
street. At first it was the Etzel.17 For days on end, cars loaded with goods flowed
out of Jaffa, and sometimes cars delivered goods requisitioned by the Haganah18 –
items essential for our war effort…. Only then came the masses and private enterprise.
If this phenomenon is not nipped at the bud, no explanations or exhortation would
do any good” (220). The book also ignores the fact that the widespread pre-1948
seizure of documents, photographs, and other items for intelligence purposes19 also
paved the crooked way to subsequent crimes. For example, I have found at least
three organizations – two in Haifa and one in Gaza – that were closely monitored by
Jewish intelligence sources in the mid-1940s. During the war, surprisingly enough,
Jewish forces “visited” those organizations in their specific addresses, seized them,
and today their documents are held in Israeli archives. Raz conveniently disregards
such evidence.20
Finally, Ben-Gurion clearly considered private looted property as state property.
Although officially he condemned it, he was more preoccupied by the identity of the
new owners of the seized property. In addition, Ben-Gurion was hardly concerned
by the fact that looting violated international law. In a letter written 15 June 1948, he
stated in no uncertain terms: “The Harel unit [Brigade] that drove down from Jerusalem
yesterday carried in their vehicles property seized in Jerusalem: refrigerators, carpets,
furniture, etc. You must beseech them on behalf of the high command to immediately
submit a list of the items they have seized and transported and their whereabouts –
because the booty belongs to the military (to the state) rather than to the individual
soldiers or brigades. Quick and vigorous action is required.”21 Furthermore, to ensure
that the seized items would end up in state rather than private hands, a system of
monetary compensation for the looters was put in place.22 Israel’s first prime minister
himself makes it perfectly clear here that the military acts of robbery are state acts
(as if anyone had doubts), and that his government closely monitors such acts – as in
other dark regimes, it kept meticulous records of what was taken from where (both
looting and seizure), and each item’s price tag – a sovereign bureaucracy of crime
documentation.23
While the pillaging and seizure of Jewish private property and cultural treasures
during the Holocaust is always on the Israeli public agenda, the looting and taking
of booty of the Palestinian property and culture has been largely silenced until four
decades ago. Just as Israel demands and receives compensation for Jewish stolen
property and for crimes committed against them, Palestinian stolen property and
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compensation for crimes perpetrated against Palestinians must be on the agenda –
morally, legally, and practically. It is also high time that Israel opens the Palestinian
textual, cultural, and visual treasures hidden in Israeli archives and returns them to
their rightful owners, as was also written to me by the previous state archivist in our
lengthy correspondence a decade ago.24
The critical questions Raz fails to address are, why did the state take such an
important role in robbery, why did it establish a mechanism to supervise it instead of
preventing it, what were the moral and practical consequences of this move, and how
did the state benefit, not only economically,25 from the seized goods? Furthermore, Raz
explains to his readers that when confronted by contradictory evidence, the historian
may prefer one narrative over the other, “But he must explain to us why” (278).
Moreover, he comments in a footnote: “I also dispute with [Gish] Amit’s general
tone in discussing the fate of the Arab books” (71). I dare say that he takes issue with
Amit’s critical tone, while he remains safe in the bosom of Zionism. Raz does not see
the contradictions and biased conclusions in his own book, let alone explain them.
Like David Ben-Gurion, he minimizes or evades the responsibility of the sovereign
for the 1948 looting/seizure spree so amply described in his own words.
Rona Sala, a curator and visual history researcher, focuses on colonial Zionist/
Israeli photography and archives, seizure and looting of Palestinian archives and
their subjugation to repressive mechanisms, and constructing alternative postcolonial
visual practices and archives. Sela is the director of a film-essay: Looted and Hidden:
Palestinian Archives in Israel (2017), online at vimeo.com/213851191 (accessed 25
March 2021).
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